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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Quickest, easiest workflows to expedite repetitive tasks
Address challenges of the software up to the most current version
Boost performance of Revit through model optimization and system
configuration
Explore OOTB, in-software and out-of-software tools to enhance Revit
workflows and problem resolution

Description
Are you able to leverage the capabilities of Revit (versions forevermore, especially 2022) as
you would like to? Join this conversation (spiced with true war stories) about some of our
favorite workflows, shortcuts, plug-ins, resources, and tips and tricks, as methods to enhance
your deliverables and dial up your productivity. One of the challenges of the Revit (from 2022
to versions going back in time) is the number of ways to accomplish the same objectives. We
will talk about tricks to resolve curve balls in model, view, family and annotation management
and creation. Other topics of the conversation will be keystroke tricks, OOTB and custom
keyboard shortcuts; simple macros (and Revit Macro IDE). A Segway to the conversation will
be tools to get the best performance of file based and cloud shared projects in Revit;
interoperability between Revit and other software like AutoCAD and ReCap; and system
configuration tweaks to optimize Revit performance even in the latest version.
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Learning Objective 1
Quickest, Easiest Workflows to Expedite Repetitive
tasks
One of the challenges of working with Revit is that there is more than one way to accomplish
the same task. In this section, we will talk about quick and easy ways to accomplish tasks
with the fewest number of mouse clicks possible.

Ready, Get Setup, and GO!
Superb customizations that you can set up through Files→Options

Avoid Eyestrain – Customize The Size of Temporary Text!

SUPERB TIP!

You can even go back to the old AutoCAD background if you want!!

It’s not just Revit – Tweak Windows 10 too!

Change the size and color of the Mouse
pointer.

SUPERB TIP!

This is REALLY helpful if you
need to present on a screen!

You can open local files directly from the Home Screen!

This was a feature with effect from Revit 2021. Before that, opening from the Home screen
would have you working directly in the Central model and you would have to use the Open
command to open a local copy.

SUPERB TIP!

Remember – File Locations only sees .RTE Template files

Project Templates Don’t Have To Be An RTE file!
RTE (Revit Template) files are
not set up for worksharing. They
do not have Worksets set up –
which means an additional task
when new projects are set up.
Solution – create a workshared
Sample Project which has been
correctly set up for worksharing.
This can be customized for
different Project types.
To start a new Project – save a
renamed Detached copy to your
Project folder!

SUPERB TIP!

DON’T overload your template / Sample Project with families, etc – place
them in a Container file to be loaded and used when needed!

Remember Me? I’m Your Keyboard!
A major feature of Revit is that it is totally mouse driven. At least that is what most people
think - and what they think is not entirely correct. Mouse-less Revit operated with both hands
is entirely possible.
Let’s take a look at ways to use the keyboard to accomplish tasks.
The keys that get the most mileage in Revit are CTRL, Left Shift, Tab, Esc, Arrow keys
and Delete. Even seasoned users like us find F1 key extremely valuable.
Our Favorite Keyboard Shortcuts Out Of The Box
Our Favorites Out of the Box - in addition to old workhorses like Copy, Cut, and Paste, and
the following keys – ESC, TAB, CTRL, Shift, Space Bar, Arrow Keys, Delete.
Common Shortcuts
CTRL+Z
Undo
CTRL+Y
Redo
CTRL+P
Print
CTRL-O
Open a new file
CTRL-N
Create a new Project file
CTRL-S
Save
General Shortcuts
RC
Repeat Last Command
CG
Cancel Command
PP
Toggle Properties Palette
UN
Project Units
UP
UnPin
Graphics
VG
VR
WT

Visibility Graphics
View Range
Tile Windows

View tab
ZE
ZA
ZP
HR
HI
HC

Zoom Extents
Zoom all open windows
Zoom Previous
Reset Temporary Hide / Isolate
Isolate Element
Hide Category

Annotation tab
DL
Detail Line
RT
Tag Room
TG
Tag by Category
TX
Text
DI
Aligned Dimension

Modify tab
AL
Align
CC
Copy
MA
Match Type Properties
PT
Paint
MV
Move
Architecture tab
RM
Room
LL
Level
CG
Cancel
WA
Wall
DR
Door
RP
Reference Plane
Snap Overrides
SE
Snap Endpoints
SM
Snap Midpoint
SN
Snap Nearest
SQ
Snap Quadrant
SC
Snap Center
And there are still more! Don’t be intimidated by the thought of memorizing keyboard
shortcuts! Simply hover over the command to see what it is (or not)

Create Custom Keyboard Shortcuts!
You don’t have to confine yourself to the out of the box shortcuts - you can create custom
keyboard shortcuts for commonly used shortcuts. For instance, a snap override can be
created for Snap Point, which may be helpful in ensuring the accuracy of shared coordinates.
View tab

Windows panel

User Interface drop-down

Keyboard Shortcuts

Locate the desired Revit tool or command and add a keyboard shortcut to the command.

Custom Keyboard Shortcuts Can Be Created For Revit Add-Ins!

This s huge, especially for people like me who use a lot of addins like CTC Tools, PyRevit, etc. You can create a custom
Keyboard Shortcut for any tool that lives in a Revit tab.

Multiple Keyboard Shortcuts Can Be Created For The Same Command!

These examples are out of the box. You can add to them as you need.
You will be able to see the first shortcut will be visible in the tooltip when you hover over the
tool.
It's always a good idea to add keys that are close to each other on the keyboard for ease
of use. Or even repeat keystrokes to create a shortcut that is easy to use
The Same Shortcut Can Be Applied To Multiple Commands!

Use the arrow keys to select the correct command and press spacebar to execute.
Sometimes - when you type a Keyboard Shortcut, you may see that nothing is happening.
That is because this shortcut is applied to multiple commands, and Revit is waiting for
you to review the status bar at the bottom of the screen and take action. Either eliminate the
duplication or use the arrow keys to select the correct command that you wish to initiate.

Create And Share A Set Of Custom Keyboard Shortcuts!
You can create a set of custom Keyboard Shortcuts to suit your organization’s style of
working, export and install it on the machines of the entire team.

The shortcuts will be exported to an XML file that can be used to
Print a spreadsheet of shortcuts to use as a quick reference
Create a backup file
Transfer standard custom shortcuts to other users

Search Quickly Through The Project Browser!

Type CTRL→ F

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!

CTRL→S

Save

SY

Synchronize with Central

RL

Reload Latest

CTRL→S and RL Out Of The Box, SY is a custom shortcut.
More favorite Keyboard Shortcuts can be found HERE.

Superb Mouse Antics
Used in combination with the keyboard, the mouse can help you access tasks without the
need to invoke a command by clicking on a toolbar bar.
Again - you don’t need to memorize keyboard shortcuts! Simply hover over the command to
see what it is (or not)

Other old friends ●
●
●

to Move quickly - click + drag
to Copy quickly - click + CTRL-drag
to repeat the previous command - right click

To Orbit in 3D views or pan in 2D views - SHIFT + Middle Mouse

Selecting an object before pressing SHIFT + Middle Mouse will cause the orbit to
rotate around the selected object.

Select an object and click or drag the View Cube to Zoom to the selected object.

Zoom in and out of Schedule views too!

Hold down the CTRL key and move the Scroll Wheel forward and back to zoom in and out.
This was a feature introduced in Revit 2020
Try Using Move With Nearby Elements
In addition to Move quickly (click→drag) and Copy quickly (click→CTRL→drag), you can
check the Move With Nearby Elements checkbox – and try clicking Activate Dimensions!

Did you know that click→CTRL→SHIFT→drag will create an aligned copy?
Right-Click Magic!
Repeat the previous command

Access Snap Overrides

Are you modeling using Point Clouds (RCP / RCS format)?
Snap to Point Clouds is the option that you would need to pick!

The Joys Of Double-Clicking!
When you double-click – some default behaviors that you will see is
Double-click to Edit Boundary
Double click to Edit Family
In addition, you can customize double-click behavior when you go to File→Options

Making The Best Of The Quick Access Toolbar (QAT)!

Add any tool to the QAT by right-clicking on the tool

Relocate the QAT to below the ribbon to access it even quicker!

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!

Be Superbly Selective!
Revit offers a lot of selection features, tools, and keystrokes. Let’s talk about how to
customize selection tools, especially make repetitive selections more efficient.
To Customize Selections

In addition to using
CTRL to add to the selection
SHIFT to remove from the selection
Try looking
Under the Modify Toolbar

Or at the bottom right of the screen

Have you tried unchecking Drag elements in selection? This
will prevent unintentional moving of unpinned elements!

To repeat the previous selection –
Right-click → Select Previous
OR
CTRL→back arrow

Select previous only works if you have executed a
command and do not use ESC to deselect elements

Alternatively, with elements selected, you can use the Common selection set drop down to
select elements of a particular category.

In the Properties palette you can edit instance parameters
for multiple elements of the same category in a single step.

Select by window →Filters!
Window over an area of the model that contains the element(s) that need to be selected.
Click on the Filters button.

Uncheck the category that is not required. Multiple categories can then be selected!
Use Selection Sets!
Use this tool for elements that need to be re-selected and used repetitively.

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!

Be a View Master!
In Revit, you build a virtual building, and then walk around and inside the building with an
imaginary camera, taking pictures that you then place and print out on sheets. Different
cameras, different lenses, and – you got it – different filters – give you control over the kind of
view that is generated and the information that it reports on the sheet.
Let’s take a look at some of our favorite cases....
Make the Best of Visibility / Graphic Overrides!
Using graphic overrides can help to control the visibility of elements in each view generated
from the building model, allowing only relevant information to be displayed. A variety of tools
are available to control elements on a category – model, annotation, or from CAD or Revit
links. Lineweights, patterns and transparencies of Projection / Surface / Cut surfaces of
elements can be overridden and customized. Categories can be halftoned, or displayed at a
Detail Level different from the actual view.

Some categories like Specialty Equipment are noncuttable.
To view cut features – nest or insert a detail
component in the family.

The Enable Filters tool
This is a newer feature that was introduced in Revit 2021.

Filter now do not need to be removed from the View Template. This also makes testing of
filters a lot quicker and easier.
Filter to halftone Categories From a Linked Model
In this example, we are filtering to halftone the Casework, Furniture, and Furniture Systems
categories.

Filter Views by a part of the Family Name
In this example, we are filtering to hide instances of a particular Family in the view. For
simplicity, we are filtering only by a part of the Family name – you can filter for a particular
Family as well!

Control the Display of Phased Elements from Linked Models

Firstly, in the View Template, control
visibility of the linked Model by Host
View.

Create the required Phase Graphic
Overrides in the host model. In this
example, Existing is halftoned,
Demolished is Red, and New is Green.

Ensure that overrides with the same name are created in the linked models. When linked, the
overrides with the same name will talk to each other to give the required result.

Revit 2022 update – views can now be filtered by Phase.

Are you tired of turning off Grids and Levels from Linked models?
Click the Manage Worksets button in the Manage Links dialog box to close the Workset!

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!
Use Temporary View Properties!
This is a great way to make or test view template changes without affecting the view.

Hide Unreferenced View Tags in the View!
This was a request to enhance legibility in a working view.

On the sheet, you can hide unreferenced view tags while printing in Print Setup.

Learning Objective 2
Discover Challenges of the software up to the most
current version
Resolving challenges posed by the software lead us to the formulation of workarounds. Let’s
take a look at some of our favorite workarounds -

Workarounds – Superb Schedule Tricks
Striping Schedules
Schedules can now be striped on the sheet as well as in the Schedule view!
In the Schedule view

On the Sheet

To customize stripe colors

Set Up Conditional Formatting to Stripe a Schedule
For situations where specific schedule rows need to be striped to highlight relevant
information, use Conditional Formatting.

In this case Existing doors needed to be highlighted. To do this, Conditional Formatting was
set up with a formula where the Existing parameter is equal to Yes.
Add an Editable Field to a Schedule
In this section, we will talk about adding a new
editable field to a schedule without editing families
or adding parameters to the Project.
The new parameter can be added right from the
Schedule Properties dialog box

The new instance based text parameter is then associated to the correct category

This gives us the following result –

Calculate Ground Cover in Landscape Planting Schedules
Ground Cover planting elements are too small
and effort intensive to place individual elements
in the model. A suitable workaround is to use a
formula driven Floor type.
Different Floor types are created for each type
of Ground Cover.
Create instance based Number Project
Parameter associated to Floors
Quantity of Ground Cover
Ground Cover per SFT
Then for each Floor, enter the Ground Cover
per SFT values in the Properties palette.
Create the floor schedule, filter to show the
Ground Cover Floors.
Create the formula to calculate Quantity of
Ground Cover

Copying Updated Key Schedules Between Projects
Key schedules are the most used hack to create ‘dumb’ schedules in Revit.
Key tip – use a never used category to create the schedule.
A lot of times Key Schedules will be created in the template.
This situation that inspired this tip arose when a newer version of the same Key Schedule
needed to be copied over to overwrite the older version in the current project. When Insert
From File was used, Revit saw duplicate parameters and deleted them from the incoming
schedule leaving a blank schedule.
The solution was to renaming the parameters from the incoming Schedule. I just added a 1 to
them! It worked flawlessly!

Revit 2022 added the ability to use Shared Parameters in
Key Schedules! A long-standing Wish-List item! HOORAYY!

Using Combined Parameters
This is a great way to combine values from one field into a single field. Just make sure to add
the correct separator.

A note – if one of the parameters does not exist in a scheduled family, you will only see one
value in the Combined Parameter field. And if you don’t want to use the Separator, then you
can consider using a Prefix or Suffix instead.

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!

Workarounds – Superb Family Tricks
Where did the OOTB Libraries go?
This was a feature introduced in Revit 2021 as an Early Access Technology Preview. In this
feature, instead of downloading and placing OOTB Revit libraries to a local location, they
reside in the cloud and can be accessed and inserted to the project as needed.

The major advantage of this system is that there is no longer a need to disk space to install
and manage OOTB libraries. However, a major disadvantage would be thepossible usage of
families which do not
Conform to established office standards
Have standards-mandated parameters
Report correctly to standard schedules
In some cases, BIM Managers may elect to disable this feature.

You may be able to find unique families when you
browse to libraries of other regions via Locale Settings

Family quick fixes
Load Families by dragging them directly into the Project from a Windows Explorer Window.

Place family instances by dragging the family type directly from the Project Browser.

Open Families by dragging them directly on to the Ribbon from a Windows Explorer Window.

To edit Family Parameters without having to open the
Family, right click on the Family / Family Type to

Rename the Family / Family types
Duplicate Family Types
Edit Parameters under Type Properties

Transfer Materials Between Families OR Families and Projects

This will bring in ALL materials, overwriting any existing materials
with the same name.

To transfer specific materials
Open the Families / Projects in the same Revit session
In the source file – copy a piece of geometry which has the desired material
Paste the geometry in the destination
Don’t you see inserted text in modeled Families?
Create it as either “dumb” text or a parameter driven label
in a Generic Annotation family. Nest it into the desired
Family. If it’s a parameter driven label, then make sure to
associate it to a corresponding parameter in the host.
Model Families DON’T have to be 3D!
They can be created with linework. As long as the family belongs to the correct category, it
will report correctly to the schedule.

This technique will prevent the model from bloating and keep it light and nimble.
This is a major problem with manufacturer families or specialty equipment families, which
may bring in extremely complex geometry. Too many instances of complex furniture families
have, in my experience, caused models to crash.
Do you want to create linestyles with a combination of text and lines?

Create a line-based family with a formula driven
parametric array.
The text can be plain text, labels, or nested
symbol families.
Download an example family here

Use Match Properties to change Family Types!

They must be of the same category for this tip to work

The Invisible Line Trick!
Do you need to see elements placed above the cut plane in plan – like projectors, overhead
TV monitors, bulkheads?

INVISIBLE LINE

Edit the Family. In an elevation view place an invisible model line long enough to intersect the
plan cut plane. Download an example Family HERE.
Make sure that the invisible line does not go too far down or
else you will be seeing the family instance in the floor below!

Add Structural Components to Railings!
Copy and paste the linework from a Structural Framing Detail Component Family to a Profile
Family to create custom Railings!

Place semi-smart Section or Elevation tags in Drafting views
This tip will help annotate standard details placed in Drafting Views. The tags will also
reference the correct views.
To do so –
1. Save a copy of a Section or Elevation
tag family
2. CTRL+X the labels
3. Switch category to View Reference
4. Paste Aligned to the Same Place
5. Load the tag into the project
6. Create a View Reference type

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!

Workarounds – Parameter Magic
Parameters are an object of mystery for most people. I think that parameters tell the software
what it CAN do, while Constraints tell it what it CAN’T do! Let’s take a look at some tips to
make the most of different types of parameters.
The basics – you can sort Parameters in the Family environment for legibility in the Project
Properties palette.

Master Rotation Parameters!
Controlling the rotation of elements by rotation parameters has always been a challenge. In
this case, we take linework and host it to a constrained rotation parameter driven reference
line.

If the rotation breaks at values higher than 180⁰, nest the
family into another – the rotation will work correctly!

Create Labels with Multiple Parameters
This is a great way to enter text with no need to worry about formatting the text to appear
correct. In a Family - a label can be created with multiple instance based text parameters,
each separated with a break.

When you need to add text in the project, clicking twice (NOT double clicking!) will bring up a
dialog box, where parameter values can be entered.
If the parameter does not have a value – the entire
line will disappear – no adjustment of lines required!

Shared Parameters

Shared Parameters are helpful when –
When elements need to be taggable or schedulable
Where the same parameter needs to be applied to multiple projects

Shared Parameters are NOT version specific. One file
can take care of all Revit versions. Groups can be
created to address various aspects of projects.
It is a TXT file can be edited by creating new parameters
OR exporting shared parameters from families and
Projects. NEVER open the Shared Parameters.txt file
and edit it manually – it should only be edited
through Revit!
The presence of the Shared Parameter file is NOT essential
to the health and wellbeing of your Families and Projects.

Ever Used Global Parameters?’

Global Parameters allow you to exercise control over the same name and type of parameters
over different families of different types. They can control specific types of a family, leaving
the rest unaffected. The Global Parameter will need to be associated to the parameters in the
Family that need to be controlled and will then override the values from that Family type.
See how they work -

Global Parameters can also be formula driven

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!

More Superb Tips For Superb Workarounds
Control Wall Line Weight display in Plan!

Curtain Wall visibility is ALSO controlled by the Walls category
in addition to the Curtain Panels / Wall Mullions categories!

Wall Finishes Don’t Wrap at Ends?
This is a question that I have received multiple
times from Team members. In the Wall Style ensure that the desired finishes are outside the
Core Boundary, and ensure that Default
Wrapping is set up.

You can also unlock and control base and top offsets of Wall
layers in the Wall Style; add custom Sweeps and Reveals!

Set up Favorite Materials in the Material Editor

In the Material Editor – you can
Set Materials to be Favorites
Share Favorite Materials between
Projects

Get the most out of the Space Bar!
Not only can you tap the Space Bar to flip placed family instances at 90⁰ angles, but you can
also use it to place Family instances aligned to any angled feature!

To do so – hover your mouse over an angled element while placing a family instance and tap
the Space Bar. You will see the instance align itself to the angled element.

Wall Finishes Wrapping Around Openings and Windows
Around Openings – click Edit Type, set Default Wrapping per the screenshot.

Around Windows – edit the Window family. Move the Wall Closure reference plane to the
location that you would like the wrap to end.

Did ANYONE ever tell you that Sweeps cannot go in three directions?
Not if you follow this procedure!

Start with a piece of geometry that gives you the edges you would like the Sweep to follow. In
this example, Rina has used a profile edited wall. Model the Sweep in place in the Walls
category. When sketching the path for the Sweep, Pick 3D edges. Once the Sweep has
been created – delete the geometry. Enjoy!!

SPEAKER FAVORITE!!

Learning Objective 3
Learn how to boost Revit performance through
model optimization and system configuration
Resolving challenges posed by the software lead us to the formulation of workarounds. Let’s
take a look at some of our favorite workarounds:

Tips To Boost Revit / BIM360 Performance
Control the visibility of Disciplines, Analytical Tools
Why clutter the Revit Ribbon with unneeded Tabs or Panels, especially when it reduces
software performance.
•

If you don’t need to perform any
analysis - uncheck the Analysis and
Tools checkbox to improve Revit
performance. Structural analysis
and tools are a prime offender
according to Autodesk.

•

For non-structural disciplines using structural
elements, disabling the analytical model can
reduce bloat as well.

For Superb Collaboration!
Unable to Access the Model
On Server based file worksharing:
• Are you tired of seeing this error? Unable to
Access the Model
• Experiencing slow syncs
• Slow model element borrowing
• Model corruption
1. Set the Worksharing update frequency to Manual
updates only. File > Options > General >
Worksharing update frequency
2. Detach model prior to plotting multiple sheets
3. Reduce network latency between server and
workstations

4. Borrow model elements while working on high latency
network using Make Elements Editable or carefully utilizing
Make Worksets Editable. Do not forget to Make Views and
Sheets Worksets editable as well

5. If possible, connect workstation via hardwire instead of Wi-Fi.
For laptops disable Wi-Fi when connected to a hardwire connection. Having dual
connection can cause slowdowns for the entire team and may lead to file corruption.
Some latest machines have auto-disconnect feature available. Verify it is turned on.
https://www.itechtics.com/5-ways-automatically-turn-off-wifi-ethernet-lan-cableconnected
6. Time and schedule your syncs between team members

For Superb BIM360 Collaboration!
Daily Maintenance
▪ Publish models for backups! To download or to compare
older versions of cloud workshared models, it is important to
at least Publish models end of day. If not, then the only
option would be to revert the model to an older version,
losing all future updates. Publishing will allow to download
an older published version and copy corrupted or deleted
elements.
▪ Selectively Publish Views to speed up the publishing
process. At certain milestone, All sheets can be setup to
publish, for other Publish times, select only critical views or
sheets.
▪ Make sure all team members have the latest version of Desktop Connector & Revit
update installed. Visit https://manage.autodesk.com to download or via Autodesk
Desktop App, http://autode.sk/2DKv2bQ. I would still check this article for information
on the latest available updates and build numbers at http://autode.sk/2fZS8Nt
Download the latest version of Desktop Connector https://www.autodesk.com/adskconnect-64
▪ A corrupt/damaged Collaboration for Revit model or outdated link is being
accessed/cached and it needs to be cleared from the system.
Even after selecting "Reload From" within Manage Links, the cloud link still remains
outdated and loads previous versions.
Empty Collaboration Cache https://autode.sk/3zEEw0C
▪ To free up space or clear errors with Desktop Connector, Empty Desktop Connector
Cache https://autode.sk/3CP6xo9 . If this does not solve the issue, taking the more
drastic approach may help. https://autode.sk/3lUKdCx
Upgrade Projects Using BIM360
You can upgrade older projects to newer versions of Revit using Revit Cloud Model Upgrade.
This will allow you to:
▪ Test the original file for
possible issues
▪ Create a report of the
upgrade
▪ Select the desired Revit
version to upgrade to
▪ UPGRADE THE
PROJECT WITHOUT
THE NEED FOR
DOWNLOADING AND
UPGRADING THE FILE

Keep It Clean!
The Ever Ballooning TEMP folder
Most issues – be they with Revit or BIM360 – can be resolved by clearing the TEMP folder.
The TEMP folder can be found at this location C:\Users\username\AppData\Local\Temp
More information - http://autode.sk/2xZB9Gh

SUPERB TIP!
Windows 10 now has a TEMP folder cleaning utility built in.
Enable Storage Sense and have it run Weekly to clean out
TEMP folder.
https://bit.ly/2UXeOWc (Microsoft Link)

Maintenance – Audit, Purge (selective), Compact
Daily
Create new locals Daily “A local file a day, keeps support away.” – Harlan Brumm
(Revit Product Manager), 2009
Publish Revit Cloud Models – Yes Daily for backup
Weekly
Audit all project files

Selective purge (especially Groups, Loadable Model
families, Raster/Decal Image)

Compact the Central Model

Create and publish at least two 3D views showing
only the current model with all Links turned off and
Links on. This will help with model viewing online
and greatly help with Model Coordination module
to reduce clashes.
For Model Coordination create a Shaded 3D view
for each discipline and override the colors for all
elements and patterns based on discipline or
system type, similar to Appearance Profiler for
Navisworks.

SUPERB TIP!
SUPERB TIP!

Review warnings and keep them to a minimum

If while initiating Collaboration to BIM360, model upload is
unsuccessful, make sure to scan your model for corruption!

SUPERB TIP!

Rules For Using Groups
▪ Make heights of ALL WALLS unconnected
▪ NEVER USE a HOSTED family inside a GROUP! Take the time to create non-hosted
families. If you download a new family, ensure it is non-hosted / or convert to one.
▪ DO NOT attach WALLS to FLOORS
▪ AVOID Profile Editing of WALLS
▪ DO NOT use Split Face on Walls and Floors
▪ DO NOT CONSTRAIN model elements. If you use the EQ dimension, make sure to
un-EQ it right away and switch to Equality Text display.
▪ DO NOT LOCK Alignments/Dimensions
▪ DO NOT MIRROR GROUPS
▪ AVOID NESTED GROUPS, especially Detail groups within Model

Play Nicely With CAD!
How not to kill your Revit project with CAD files
▪ Avoid importing CAD in project and families – this is a known cause of project
corruption
▪ Avoid importing CAD and explode CAD in project or families – this is a known cause
of project corruption.
▪ Always use an interim file to convert CAD linework into Revit elements.
▪ Linked CAD files should be cleaned up before linking (especially Civil 3D files),
purged, audited, and PROXYGRAPHICS set to 1
▪ Unload/remove any unnecessary CAD files
▪ Split CAD / Rhino / Sketchup linked 3D models into sections
NEVER EVER

EVER EXPLODE IMPORTED DWGS IN A REVIT PROJECT!!!!

THIS IS A KNOWN CAUSE OF PROJECT CORRUPTION, AND IS EXTREMELY HARD TO
TRACK DOWN AND CLEAN UP!!!!

Some Of Our Favorite Errors….
Need to dig out something from an older version of the model?
This is where daily publishing of BIM360 projects comes in handy. You are able to download
multiple versions of the model to address unintentional errors and oversights. Look for the
versions -

In fileshared models – Restore Backup

In cloud shared models – PUBLISH EVERY DAY!!
In file shared models – Plan B would be to look for the
folder Previous Versions in Windows

BIM360 Model not opening / opening slowly?

A possible situation could be when there is corruption in the links and not in the host.
This can be seen when linking older models OR consultant models.
Remember – the solution that follows will not address ALL issues opening the file –
this is only one of the reasons.

Click the Show / Hide Details button
When expanded it will show the status of the links.
Any corruption in the links can then be located and
addressed

How Do We Recreate a BIM360 Model?

Error that were encountered (true stories)
Error 1 - all models from all disciplines for one project did not open. Possible
cause of this error – model bloat. After recreating central the model sizes
reduced drastically.
Error 2 – in a file from a different discipline, where the error was specific to one
instance. Possible cause – corrupt families
Rather than wait to have Autodesk or Nauman look at
the model – Rina’s solution was to recreate Central.
Here is the procedure followed to recreate BIM360
central models –
1. Publish Model
2. Download Source Files
3. Open, save as Central
4. Rename on C: drive
5. Scan for corruption
6. Initiate Collaboration normally
7. Rebuild links

Do NOT delete the ‘bad’ models until the rebuilt central
has been thoroughly tested! Rename and archive it
until the status of the rebuilt Central has been verified.

SUPERB TIP!

Are you getting a Schema Conflict Error??

This may be due to corrupt add-ins. Locate, Uninstall and Reinstall the add-in.

Specific add-ins like Revit Precast Extension (RPCA) have been known to generate
error messages. This warning can appear when opening old data, in newly created
files, this message does not appear.

This has been resolved in Revit 2021.1.3 and Revit 2022.
This schema change is relatively minor and can be ignored. Select “Continue loading
the file” option when prompted.

Are you getting these errors while editing Geometry?

Has this ever happened to you where you are unable to create or edit geometry
because of errors like this?

Some solutions –
Click the Remove Constraints button
OR
Cut and Paste the geometry in the Same Place
to remove all constraints
OR
Check other views – most probably the
constraint has already been applied to the
element(s).

Learning Objective 4
Explore out-of-the-box, in-software, and out-ofsoftware tools to enhance Revit workflows and
problem resolution
Some of our favorite tools, add-ins, and apps to address model issues

Our Favorite Toolbox Tools!
Dynamo Scripts
To delete imported DWGs

To delete IMPORT Line Patterns

Start Revit in Safe Mode
To address finicky plugins – launch Revit with ALL add-ins disabled.

The Magical Troubleshooting Powers of PyRevit
PyRevit is a free add-in created by Ehsan Iran-Nejad, which offers a working set of tools to
enhance model issue resolution.
Download the add-in here - https://github.com/eirannejad/pyRevit
Some of our favorite PyRevit tools
Wipe

This is useful for cleaning up models –
Unpurgeable Viewport Types
Unused Filters
Unused View Templates
Empty Elevation Tags

Family QuickCheck
This tool scans the model for corrupt families and creates a report that identifies corrupt
families and families with error and warnings.

Some Of Our Favorite Apps and Tools
pyRevit – Make Pattern
With this tool, it is possible to quickly and easily create custom fill patterns with simple
linework.

Procedure –

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Draw the desired pattern using lines
Select the linework
pyRevit >> Make Pattern
Select Pattern to Export / Enter a name
Select the Pattern Type
Export PAT file

Tip – when dashed lines are required, you will need to draw each individual dash since
pyRevit does not read line patterns.

pyRevit – Batch Sheet Maker
You can create multiple sheets in one operation. As a matter of fact, you can also create
placeholders to correctly populate Sheet Lists with sheets from different files.

pyRevit – Copy Legends

This tool addresses the challenge of copying Legends between documents. Both the source
and destination documents must be open for the copy to take place. So much better than
creating a blank Legend and copying and pasting information from the source project legend!
Download the add-in here - https://github.com/eirannejad/pyRevit
Family Size Reporter

This add-in screens families in the project for corruption. It also reports –
Family size
Family Parameters
Nested Families
Any nested CAD
It also offers Family management tools, and the tools to detect and delete any nested CAD.
This is a great tool to address and reduce model bloat, keep Families lean and healthy.
To download the add-in – Family Size Reporter
Revit Lookup

To download the add-in – Revit Lookup
Other Free Add-ins
Coins Auto Section-Box
The best Revit plugin since 2013! Allows you to quickly
create temporary and permanent views to be used for
immediate interrogation of the model or for
construction document deliverables. Extremely
versatile compared to the finally added Selection Box
tool in Revit
To download - https://bit.ly/COINSSectionBox4Revit

Align
The Align plug-in aligns, distributes or organizes
selected elements, annotations, tags and text
along a specified axis. The Arrange feature will
automatically neatly place your tags around
the current view.
To download - http://bit.ly/BIM42AlignApp

And Finally, the Big Kid in the Free Add-Ins Gang….
Di Roots
An excellent set of FREE tools for Revit.
To download - http://bit.ly/DiRootsAddins4Revit

What’s In the Future?
Digital Twins - Autodesk Tandem™
Talking about our Future is bright and Autodesk has exciting technology solutions for every
need.You can now create Your digital twin vision, your way!
What exactly is a digital twin?
•
Digital twins are the smart building solutions of tomorrow, a dynamic, up to date
replica of a physical asset.
•
A digital twin brings together design, construction and operational data.
•
An accurate computer model showing every detail complete with its design and
functional data. (you are like a SWAT team to locate information)
What is TANDEM?
•
With Autodesk Tandem, a cloud based digital twin technology platform you can
create your digital twin vision, your way – where data-sets can precisely mirror the built
environment
•
Different disciplines (Architecture, engineering and construction, building owners) are
responsible for creating their individual building blocks – then usw BIM information to
integrate that information into Autodesk Tandem.
•
With the addition of real-time operational data, digital twins acquire the behavioral
awareness necessary to simulate, predict and inform decisions based on real-world
conditions.
Why do we need Digital Twins? The benefits of digital twins and TANDEM
•
In the past we were delivering mountains of fragmented, disjointed and static data,
(Disorganized Data Means Lost Opportunities)
•
The data is created in individual silos and there it sits—trapped.
•
•

Now with Digital twins and solutions like TANDEM it makes life a lot easier! TANDEM
helps to make it into one seamless digital handover to bldg owners and operators, that
provides them with valuable data-rich assets that are easy accessible, convenient and
stay connected.
•
•

With TANDEM and its intuitive tools, you can improve the process of data
aggregation, handover and operation.
•
Simulations, automation and AI are made possible with TANDEM while enabling
projects to start digital and stay digital.
With Digital Twins you can do the following:
• Easy Data Aggregation
• Handover
• Operation Insights
• Simulation, Automation
• AI

Explanation of Interface and how it can be used:
•
With TANDEM's intuitive interface and readily available tools, we can create a
new facility using existing templates, import Revit models (2017 and later) - thanks
to the seamless integration with BIM 360)
•
What's more is that we can filter down the data we need and finally capture as
well export asset data into compatible formats.
TIPS
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

TANDEM can integrate Revit’s CAD geometry, geospatial data (like a
campus, for example), systems data, facility management data, IoT data,
business data, tenant data – integrate data from multiple systems.
Even if an owner was able to view Revit files (Autodesk’s Viewer, for
example), there was still no way for them to change anything. With Tandem,
they can.(an owner can clean up the model data). Tandem allows you to pull in
those models and standardize them. If you import Revit files from different
consultants, you can make them all consistent per your convention. You can
add attributes if they are missing. Then the data will be all together, [more]
structured and consistent than the original data you received and we have a
uniform data model
And because it is accessed through a web browser, “If you have Google
Chrome, you can log in and get into the system.
You don’t need special applications, a lot of specialized training because
the interface is simple and intuitive to use.
Tandem opens up the data for a lot of users that typically wouldn’t be able
to see it because they don’t have the necessary skill set to master complex
design applications.
Offering powerful solutions for complex remote projects
Thanks to their success during COVID19, digital twins are set to expand dram
atically into energy, infrastructure, city management, healthcare and beyond.

•
•

Over the next six years, the compound annual growth rate of the digital twin m
arket is forecasted to be a remarkable 58%.
A single source of truth for operations will help reduce the total cost of
ownership of projects, and help owners realize the value of BIM long after
handover.”

SPACEMAKER

Entire site planning connected!
Smarter design.
Smarter decisions.
Spacemaker is a cloud-based AI software, empowering teams to collaborate,
analyze and design real estate sites. Lower risk. Faster projects. Better homes
Spend less time searching for data and working with fragmented tools
• Import your site proposal
• Access all relevant data sets in one space
• Test your concept
• Make data-driven decisions

Seamless collaboration.
Remove the barriers between stakeholders. Spacemaker offers a single space
where architects, developers, consultants, and municipalities can work together
effectively and efficiently.
With Spacemaker you can improve your site proposal at any time, and instantly
understand the impact of the changes made.
Unlock your creativity and with Spacemaker you can discover and compare more
options for your site than ever before.

INSIGHT 360
Insight empowers architects and engineers to design more energy-efficient buildings with
advanced simulation engines and building performance analysis data integrated in Revit.
You can design more efficient buildings, achieve sustainability goals, report requirements
for the AIA 2030 Commitment and other green building initiatives with Insight.

XR SOLUTIONS

Revolutionize data interaction and project collaboration for every professional.
Integrating the best of partner technologies and connecting the Autodesk platform,
our tailored XR interfaces and experiences optimize the future of work.
These are the 6 use cases that we have identified as the ones who would add value
to our portfolio.
• Experience in XR is simply the ability to load graphics data from an Autodesk
software, desktop or cloud based, into an XR experience
• Design in XR, as with “Create VR,” could extend to tools other than Alias over
time (Fusion, Maya, etc.) and offer full XR modeling and interaction
• Client Engagement relates to providing more interactive and immersive ways
for our customers to communicate with their clients (AR IKEA app, or seeing a
coffee machine on your counter)
• Collaborative XR Design Review allows multiple customers to join a review
session in XR, make annotations and connect issues to the Autodesk data
platform
• Design & Build Coordination in AR allows users to track construction and
fabrication execution and errors on construction sites and in factories
Digital Twins workflows to enhance user understanding of physical assets and help
manage these assets by leveraging XR

Resources –
Samples
Download a sample Invisible Line Trick Family HERE
Download a sample combination Linestyle family HERE
Diagnostic Tools
Dynamo
Delete Imported DWGs
Download the DYN file HERE
Delete IMPORT Line patterns
Download the DYN file HERE
pyRevit
Download the add-in HERE
Productivity Tools
COINS Section Box
Download the add-in HERE
Align
Download the add-in HERE
DiRoots
SheetGen, ParaManager, ProSheets, TableGen, SheetLink_Excel, OneFilter,
FamilyReviser,ReOrdering
Download the add-in HERE
Revit Lookup
Dive deep into the Revit file database and do a lookup.
Download the add-in HERE
Family Size Reporter
Diagnose families and nested Families
Download the add-in HERE
List of all free Revit add-ins in the Autodesk App Store
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